Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
Apr 15, 11am-12:30pm via Zoom

Present: Grace Lasker (Chair), Rob Turner, Ceri Nishihara, Natasha Merchant, Yusuf Pisan

Guests: Marisa Dubois, Lindsay Blackie, Pam Lundquist, Erin Espedal, Jose Rodriguez, Cinnamon Hillyard, Natasha Merchant

Curriculum Review

B EDUC 502 - Identity and Reflective Practice
CCASC Recommendation: Match learning objectives in syllabus and Kuali. Update to Fall 2022.
CCASC Decision: BACK THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

UG-BESS-MAJOR - Earth System Science
CCASC Recommendation: 
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

B BIO 340 - Introduction to Bioinformatics
CCASC Recommendation: Match grading scale and learning objectives in syllabus and Kuali.
CCASC Decision: BACK THROUGH CCAC CHAIR

B ME 496 - Capstone Project in Mechanical Engineering II
CCASC Recommendation: Submit syllabus, highlight how credit change will impact course. Strengthen justification for credit change in positive impact capacity. Include typical meeting schedule and minimum expectations. Add line indicating that change is part of a package/bigger program change.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH BACK THROUGH CCASC

B CE 495 - Capstone Design I
CCASC Recommendation: Submit syllabus, highlight how credit change will impact course. Strengthen justification for credit change in positive impact capacity. Include typical meeting schedule and minimum expectations. Add line indicating that change is part of a package/bigger program change.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH BACK THROUGH CCASC

B CE 496 - Capstone Design II
CCASC Recommendation: Submit syllabus, highlight how credit change will impact course. Strengthen justification for credit change in positive impact capacity. Include typical meeting schedule and minimum expectations. Add line indicating that change is part of a package/bigger program change.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH BACK THROUGH CCASC

B EE 495 - Capstone Project in Electrical Engineering I
CCASC Recommendation: Submit syllabus, highlight how credit change will impact course. Strengthen justification for credit change in positive impact capacity. Include typical meeting schedule and minimum expectations. Add line indicating that change is part of a package/bigger program change.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH BACK THROUGH CCASC
B EE 496 - Capstone Project in Electrical Engineering II
CCASC Recommendation: Submit syllabus, highlight how credit change will impact course. Strengthen justification for credit change in positive impact capacity. Include typical meeting schedule and minimum expectations. Add line indicating that change is part of a package/bigger program change.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH BACK THROUGH CCASC

B EE 520 - Foundations of Machine Learning
CCASC Recommendation: Further conversation between CSS and EE needed
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH BACK THROUGH CCASC

B PHYS 330 - Special and General Relativity
CCASC Recommendation: Make syllabus more robust. Add topics, schedule, evaluation, etc. When new info is added, populate Kuali accordingly.
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH BACK THROUGH CCASC

B LEAD 103 - Leading with Purpose: People Skills
CCASC Recommendation: Strengthen justification language around why it works well as DL course
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri
Meeting adjourned at 3:30pm
Next meeting will be Apr 29, 11:30am-1pm